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Chal Bhaag All Episodes.Sixty-nine years ago, at the height of the Cold War, Polish authorities
enlisted the U.S. Air Force and the Central Intelligence Agency to secretly dismantle the Communist-
dominated government and transport over 8,000 government officials and sympathizers to West
Germany. The U.S. was under intense pressure to forcibly remove Warsaw Pact-era rulers from
power. A communist insurgency was erupting in Czechoslovakia that could spread to other East Bloc
countries. Solidarity, the homegrown labor-management movement that challenged Communist rule
in Poland, was gaining political strength. Such was the backstory of this covert operation, known by
the code name Operation FAPLANE. In the years since, the details of the operation have become
known to a limited but growing pool of U.S. and European historians who have been piecing
together the early, murky history of the Cold War. But historians seeking to understand the
operation are hampered by an obvious curiosity: Why was the operation kept so secret? Why were
the documents destroyed? Why did those who were aware of the covert operation – a few dozen
government officials and agents of the CIA and Air Force – speak only in whispers? This fall, a liberal
historian with conservative leanings has written a new book that seeks to answer these questions.
Patrick Griffin, author of "Operation FAPLANE: Covert Action and the Cold War Origins of Western
Europe’s Underclass," spoke with The Washington Examiner. Why was Operation FAPLANE kept
secret? Historians who are interested in the beginnings of the Cold War used to see and
acknowledge nothing but the postwar diatribes of the left and the right, and, conversely, they would
wonder what the CIA and the Air Force were doing in the ’40s and ’50s.
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